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The film was produced by Regal Films. Sarah. Ang Munting Prinsesa received an entry in the Philippines' Metro Manila Film
Festival. The film won Best Cinematography, Best Musical Score, and Best Picture. Plot Princess Sarah was created by the
eccentric Kimiko Takahata, a good-natured young woman living in the city of Osaka, Japan. Sarah is the only daughter of King
Hirohito, ruler of Japan, and his consort, Empress Nagako. Sarah's wish is to become a singer like her famous father, who
sings Mikazuki Mikimoto, the national singer. Sarah's greatest wish is to marry her beloved Prince Charming and they can live
happily ever after. Kimiko receives a letter from King Hirohito, telling her to accept an offer made by an American high school
student. The boy is Nick Daly, the son of a wealthy family from San Francisco, California. Nick has performed
on television using only his sights and has great musical talent. He was also named
the "most popular teenager in the United States". Kimiko and Nick's relationship is romantic, but Nick's mother, Pamela, feels
that her son will not be happy with Kimiko's over emotional and childish behavior. Kimiko wants Nick to appear at her concert
as a back-up singer. After the concert, Nick and Kimiko met with Nick's mother, who is angry and embarrassed at the truth of
Kimiko's age and misunderstanding. Pamela tells Nick that he is dating an older woman and tells Nick to break up with Kimiko.
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Kimiko is heartbroken. Kimiko goes to Japan's uppermost family ceremonies and without Nick's approval presents him to
the Emperor and Empress. But Nick does not recognize Kimiko and wants to make her leave. Kimiko angrily returns
to California. Nick is hurt and angry about his relationship with Kimiko and goes to a secular Shinto shrine to pray
for guidance. At the tem 82157476af
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